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Summary

Pollinating insects form a key component of European biodiversity, and provide a vital ecosystem service to crops and wild plants. There is growing evidence of declines in both wild and domesticated pollinators, and parallel declines in plants relying upon them. The STEP project (Status and Trends of European Pollinators, 2010-2015, www.step-project.net) is documenting critical elements in the nature and extent of these declines, examining key functional traits associated with pollination deficits, and developing a Red List for some European pollinator groups. Together these activities are laying the groundwork for future pollinator monitoring programmes. STEP is also assessing the relative importance of potential drivers of pollinator declines, including climate change, habitat loss and fragmentation, agrochemicals, pathogens, alien species, light pollution, and their interactions. We are measuring the ecological and economic impacts of declining pollinator services and floral resources, including effects on wild plant populations, crop production and human nutrition. STEP is reviewing existing and potential mitigation options, and providing novel tests of their effectiveness across Europe. Our work is building upon existing and newly developed datasets and models, complemented by spatially-replicated campaigns of field research to fill gaps in current knowledge. Findings are being integrated into a policy-relevant framework to create evidence-based decision support tools. STEP is establishing communication links to a
Resumen

Los insectos polinizadores forman un componente clave de la biodiversidad europea, y proporcionan servicios vitales a los ecosistemas de plantas cultivadas y silvestres. Existe una creciente evidencia del declive de polinizadores silvestres y domesticados, y del declive paralelo de las plantas que dependen de ellos. El proyecto STEP (Estado y tendencias de los polinizadores europeos, 2010-2015, www.step-project.net) está documentando elementos críticos en la naturaleza y la extensión de estos declives, examinando características funcionales claves asociadas con el déficit de polinización, y desarrollando una Lista Roja de grupos de polinizadores europeos. Todas estas actividades juntas suponen el trabajo preliminar base para futuros programas de monitorización de polinizadores. STEP también investiga la importancia relativa de factores potenciales del declive de polinizadores, incluido el cambio climático, pérdida de hábitats y fragmentación, agroquímicos, patógenos, especies invasoras, contaminación lumínica, y otras interacciones. Se están midiendo los impactos ecológicos y económicos del declive de los servicios de polinizadores y de sus fuentes florales, incluyendo los efectos en las poblaciones de plantas silvestres, producción de cultivos y la alimentación humana. STEP está revisando las opciones de mitigación potenciales y las existentes, y proporcionando nuevos tests para su eficacia a lo largo de Europa. El trabajo se basa en modelos y conjuntos de datos desarrollados de novo y en otros ya existentes, complementados con campañas de trabajo de campo con replicación espacial para crear herramientas de soporte de decisiones basadas en la evidencia. STEP está estableciendo nexos de comunicación con un rango amplio de participantes a lo largo de Europa y fuera de ella, incluyendo a políticos, apicultores, granjeros, académicos y el público general. En conjunto, el programa de investigación STEP quiere mejorar nuestra comprensión de la naturaleza, las causas, consecuencias y mitigación potencial del declive de servicios de polinización a escala global, continental, nacional y local.
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Introduction

Halting biodiversity loss is a key international priority, and central to the Convention on Biological Diversity and EU policy. The majority of global (and European) biodiversity is made up of insects and other invertebrate taxa, but little is known of the distributions and abundance of most species, and even less is known about their population dynamics and the threats they face. This lack of knowledge concerning the status and trends of the majority of species is worrying, but there is even greater concern for species that play important functional roles, such as pollinators (NRC, 2006; Potts et al., 2010a). Pollination is an essential ecosystem service, vital to the maintenance both of wild plant communities and agricultural productivity; and pollinators themselves can act as indicators of environmental health (Kevan, 1999). The value of insect pollination to European agriculture is estimated to be worth ~€22 billion per year (Gallai et al., 2009) with 84% of European crop varieties dependent, at least in part, on insect pollinators (Williams, 1994). Wildflowers are also highly dependent on insects for their reproduction, with an estimated 78-94% of flowering species relying on biotic pollination (Ollerton et al., 2011).
STEP complements other important initiatives operating in Europe, such as BEE DOC (Bees in EuropE and the Decline Of honey bee Colonies) and the global COLOSS (prevention of honey bee COlony LOSses) network, both of which focus primarily on honey bees. In North America, two large-scale initiatives share many of the same aims of STEP, but address knowledge and policy needs for that region. These are CANPOLIN (CANadian POLinisation Initiative) and NAPPC (North American Pollinator Protection Campaign). Other regional activities include the African Pollinator Initiative, Brazilian Pollinator Initiative and the Oceanic Pollinator Initiative.

**Overall aim and specific objectives**

The overall aim of STEP is to assess the current status and trends of pollinators in Europe, quantify the relative importance of various drivers and impacts of change, identify relevant mitigation strategies and policy instruments, and disseminate this to a wide range of stakeholders. This general aim is underpinned by seven specific objectives. To achieve these aims, STEP is structured into seven themes (Fig. 1) which reflect the main objectives of the project:

1. Documenting the status and trends of pollinator (managed honey bees, non-Apis bees and hover flies) and animal-pollinated plant populations;
2. Identifying and analyzing how single and multiple pressures drive changes in pollinators and animal-pollinated plants at scales ranging from single fields to landscapes to the whole of Europe;
3. Assessing the impact of changes in pollinator populations and communities on wild plant reproduction and crop productivity;
4. Synthesizing and evaluating strategies to mitigate the negative impacts of changes in pollinators and animal-pollinated plants;
5. Empirically assessing effects of multiple pressures on pollinators and pollination services to wild plants and crops, and testing the effectiveness of potential mitigation actions;
6. Analysing and improving the interface between the scientific knowledge-base on pollinator and pollination change assessment and management.

**Fig. 1** The interrelations of the different themes (1 to 7) within the STEP project and the two main functional pollinator groups (honey bees and non-Apis pollinators) and plant groups (crops and wild plants) being studied. Red arrows indicate the flow of work from ‘pressures’ (Theme 2) which determine the ‘status’ of pollinators (Theme 1) which result in ‘impacts’ on the environment (Theme 3), for which negative consequences can be ‘mitigated’ (Theme 4). Blue arrows indicate the testing of hypotheses generated by Themes 1-4, which are ‘empirically tested’ in the network of field sites across Europe (Theme 5). Grey arrows indicate the flow of knowledge and evidence from the research Themes (1-5), which is ‘integrated’ (Theme 6) and then ‘disseminated’ (Theme 7).
European policy instruments to reduce pollinator and pollination loss and mitigate its effects; and Theme 7. Developing communication and educational links with a wide range of stakeholders and the general public on the importance of recent shifts in pollinators, the main drivers and impacts of pollinator shifts and mitigation strategies through dissemination and training.

**Research approach and expected outcomes**

For each theme within STEP described below, we have identified the current state of knowledge and related research needs and then outline the approaches the project will take to move beyond the current state of the art.

**Theme 1: Status and trends of pollinators and animal-pollinated plant populations**

The first task of STEP is to assess the extent of recent changes in pollinator populations (particularly honey bees, non-Apis bees and hover flies) and in animal-pollinated wild plants and crops. Previous findings point to declines in some of these groups in parts of Europe at large scales (UK and Netherlands: Biesmeijer et al., 2006; Belgium: Rasmont et al., 1993; 2005; Potts et al., 2010b), but declines in other parts of Europe and changes at finer spatial scales are unknown. The biggest impediments to progress are that the relevant data are widely scattered and have been collected in non-standardized ways. To assess local scale change we are implementing rarefaction analyses at multiple spatial scales on collated point records for pollinators and on detailed botanical inventories. To assess change at continental scale, we are mapping species distributions using historic and current data from databases and collections.

The existing datasets of European plants and pollinators include many hundreds (indeed, for plants, many thousands) of different species. This means that results of individual species’ responses will not necessarily contribute much to a general understanding of changes in plant-pollinator interactions. A functional level analysis would be an improvement, but needs detailed information on species traits. The STEP consortium combines the expertise needed to construct such trait databases for pollinators and animal-pollinated plants; work that will be based on existing data for hover flies (Speight, 2010; Syrph the Net; Vujic, unpublished data), bees (Roberts, unpublished data) and plants (e.g. Bioflor: Klotz et al., 2002; Kleyer et al., 2008). Another way to assess the status of species is to use expert knowledge. This has been used extensively, together with published information, to construct national Red Lists. Red Lists are a comprehensive inventory of the conservation status of plant and animal species and assess the risk of extinction to species within a political management unit. Several European countries have a Red List for plants (e.g. Lilleleht, 1998) or bees (e.g. Gärdenfors, 2010), and there is a European Red List for butterflies (van Swaay et al., 2010). One goal of STEP is to apply standard IUCN criteria (Mace and Lande, 1991; Mace et al., 2008) to lay out the pathway towards the first European Red List for bees and hover flies.

The project will also assess the feasibility and bottlenecks for a large-scale monitoring programme for pollinators. Monitoring schemes have been extremely useful in providing standardized data for birds (Gregory and van Strien, 2010), butterflies (Freeman, 2009) and several other taxa (e.g. bats, http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/nbmp.html). A European pollinator monitoring scheme would have to overcome several serious issues. Firstly, there are fewer enthusiasts for pollinators than there are for butterflies or birds. Secondly, there are many species of bees and hover flies, which are often difficult to identify in the field. Thirdly, even when using recently developed sampling protocols (Westphal et al., 2008), the processing of the samples is not trivial. STEP is carrying out a feasibility analysis of pollinator monitoring schemes which will include sampling schemes as well as automated identification methods.

**Theme 2: Multiple pressures on pollinators and animal-pollinated plants**

Global change generates many drivers that affect pollinators (NRC, 2006; Winfree et al., 2009; Potts et al., 2010b) and animal-pollinated plants (Lavergne et al., 2006). Sustaining pollination services, for instance, is critical for both conservationists and farmers, but it is often negatively affected by anthropogenic practices such as increasing agricultural intensification (Potts et al., 2010a). Among the most important drivers of pollinator loss are land-use change with the consequent loss and fragmentation of habitats (Steffan-Dewenter et al., 2002; Westphal et al., 2003; Tscharntke et al., 2005; Schweiger et al., 2007), increasing pesticide application and environmental pollution (Rortais et al., 2005; Dormann et al., 2007), decreased resource diversity (Biesmeijer et al., 2006), alien species (Stout and Morales, 2009; Vilà et al., 2010), the spread of pathogens (Cox-Foster et al., 2007; Otterstatter and Thomson, 2008; Neumann and Carreck, 2010) and climate change (Hegland et al., 2009; Schweiger et al., 2011). Habitat loss and fragmentation are generally thought to be the most important factors driving pollinator declines (Brown and Paxton, 2009). In addition, increased use of insecticides can cause pollinator mortality by direct intoxication (Alston et al., 2007) and alter pollinator community structure (Brittain et al., 2010). Increased herbicides and fertilisers can affect pollinators indirectly by decreasing floral resource availability (Gabriel and Tscharntke, 2007; Holzschuh et al., 2008).

An additional threat is the introduction of alien plants and pollinators, but their effects can be highly variable and context specific (Schweiger et al., 2010). Aliens can serve as additional pollen and nectar sources (Stout and Morales, 2009) or pollinators (Goulson,
2003), or they can lead to reduced reproductive success and population declines of native pollinators by competitive displacement of native plants (Traveset and Richardson, 2006) or by high levels of resource competition among native and alien pollinators (Matsumura et al., 2004; Thomson, 2006). There is also good evidence that translocated alien bees can increase the spread of pathogens and their vectors (Stout and Morales, 2009), but still little is known about inter- and intra-specific transfer and interactions with other drivers. Finally, climate change was shown to have already affected the distributions of many pollinators such as butterflies (Hickling et al., 2006) and future changes are likely to have even more severe impacts (Settele et al., 2008).

All these drivers act simultaneously, and probably synergistically, on pollinator communities (Tylianakis et al., 2008). So far, most studies have analysed specific drivers in isolation, and therefore evidence of interactive effects is scant (but see Schweiger et al., 2010). Knowledge about the relative contribution and the importance of interactive effects is, however, an indispensable precondition to understanding current and to predicting future changes in pollinators, animal-pollinated plants and resulting pollination services.

STEP addresses all of the above-mentioned drivers individually and investigates their interactions, using a combination of approaches at complementary spatial scales. A large-scale, macro-ecological approach is based on continental and national data on spatial and temporal distribution of managed and wild pollinators, animal-pollinated plants and potential drivers to detect general relationships. A landscape-scale approach takes advantage of the higher resolution these studies provide, and case studies are used to address more specific questions. A small-scale, experimental approach allows a mechanistic understanding of the combined effects of selected drivers on managed and wild bees at the population and individual level. Across all scales, the combined effects of the relevant drivers are being assessed on different organisational levels, i.e. genes, populations, species, communities, interaction networks, species traits, functional groups, of wild and managed pollinators.

A major contribution of STEP is that modelling exercises at the large scale will expand our knowledge of independent and synergistic effects of the multiple drivers on the phenology, distribution and performance of pollinators and animal-pollinated plants. Ecological niche models are being developed for major European pollinator groups (bees, hover flies, and butterflies) and their host plants, to assess indirect effects of interacting species and to build current and future risk maps. Further, we are using expert workshops to analyse and synthesise current knowledge about relevant drivers on European pollinators and animal-pollinated plants at the landscape scale. Here, a special focus on the effects of alien species and the sensitivity to multiple drivers for species with shared life history traits is informing us about potential consequences of global change for local species richness and community composition, an approach successfully used by Williams et al. (2010). STEP is also shedding light on the impact of land-use and pesticides on the viability of honey bee colonies at the landscape scale. At the smallest scale, laboratory and field experiments are improving our understanding of the interaction of combined effects of parasites, pathogens and environmental pollutants on the performance of selected managed and unmanaged pollinators, the importance of chronic sub-lethal effects in combination with additional drivers, the transferability of usual risk assessment procedures during the approval of pesticides to field conditions, and the importance of intra-and inter-specific pathogen and parasite transfer from managed to unmanaged pollinators. The combined results from all scales and methodological approaches will improve our knowledge on the causes of recent major declines of European pollinators and help develop well-informed adaptation and mitigation strategies.

Theme 3: Impacts of pollinator change on wild plants and crops

The observation that both honey bees (De la Rúa et al., 2009) and other pollinators, and many plants they pollinate (e.g. Biesmeijer et al., 2006) appear to be declining in Europe and elsewhere (NRC, 2006), has raised concerns that insect pollination of wild and crop plants has become an endangered ecosystem function, but this remains largely unconfirmed as a widespread phenomenon. Indeed, the impact of pollinator declines on wild plants is grossly understudied (Tylianakis et al., 2008), although more than three quarters of all wild plant species depend on insect pollination for fruit and seed set (Ollerton et al., 2011). Of the plants that have been studied, 62-73% show pollination limitation (Burd, 1994; Ashman et al., 2004). Few studies have, however, proceeded to assess the consequences on plant survival, demography, and community composition (Lennartsson, 2002; Hegland and Totland, 2008).

Parallel declines of pollinators and pollinated plants suggest that there is a causal link between the two phenomena (Biesmeijer et al., 2006), but the nature of that link is not yet clear. It may be that declines in floral resources are contributing to pollinator declines. Alternatively, increasingly limited pollination may be contributing to wild plant declines, or indeed both. Further, the two phenomena may both be driven by the same or different external drivers. For instance, recent studies demonstrate that habitat loss and fragmentation can lead to drastic shifts in density (Hambläck et al., 2007, 2010) and species distribution patterns of communities of flower visiting insects (Bommarco et al., 2010; Öckinger et al., 2010), but the consequences of these shifts for pollination efficiency are not well understood.

Indications that pollination might be important, is given in a meta-analysis covering 89 wild plant species in remnant habitat patches, where the most frequent cause of reproductive impairment was pollination limitation (Aguilar et al., 2006).
Insect pollination is necessary for 75% of the crops that are used directly as human food worldwide (Klein et al., 2007), and cultivation of pollinator-dependent crops has steadily increased between 1961-2006 (Aizen et al., 2008). Despite this there is a severe lack of basic information on how species diversity, abundance and community composition of pollinating insects contribute to seed and fruit yield and quality in crops (Klein et al., 2007). Large economic values are at stake, with an estimated ~10% of the total economic value of European agricultural output for human food amounting to €22 billion in 2005 (€14.2 billion for the European Union), dependent upon insect pollination (Gallai et al., 2009). A complete pollinator loss would translate into a production deficit over current consumption levels of ~40% for fruits and ~16% for vegetables (Gallai et al., 2009). These estimates are, however, debatable and rest on uncertain estimates of the dependency of crops on insect pollination (especially for perennial crops such as fruit trees). Many of the pollinated crops are rich in micronutrients, such as vitamins and minerals. Current studies have estimated the value of pollinators only in terms of biomass produced and the particular value of the micronutrients contributing to the human diet has not been considered. The current decline of wild and domesticated insect pollinators emphasises the need to improve assessment of the potential consequences for crop productivity and economic output.

A key goal of STEP is to increase understanding of whether and how pollinator and plant losses are linked, and assess both how changes in floral resources may affect the pollinator fauna and how the community composition of pollinators might affect the diversity, community composition, seed set, and ultimately persistence and extinction risk of wild plants. Scattered information for this is available in the literature and databases. STEP is undertaking a synthesising analysis based on available data and statistics and complements these with empirical studies. To better estimate the impacts on crop pollination, STEP is developing a methodology and is quantifying the dependence on insect pollinators of major annual crops, perennial fruit tree and vine crops in Europe. STEP is also assessing the role of community composition and variation in domesticated and wild pollinators on the crop and nutrient production at the European and global scale. With this information, STEP is determining the impact of pollinator declines on insect-pollinated crop productivity and economy at a farm to global scale for key crops, including those important for food security and biofuels.

**Theme 4: Strategies to mitigate the impacts of change**

The ongoing decline of pollinators and pollination services can be mitigated by interventions on agricultural fields or in semi-natural habitats in the wider countryside (Dicks et al., 2010). Recent studies have shown that mitigation strategies on farmland generally benefit pollinators, but that their effect depends both on the type of measures and where they are being implemented (Kleijn et al., 2006; Kohler et al., 2007), what genus or order of pollinators is being targeted (Kohler et al., 2007) and the composition of the landscape (Heard et al., 2007; Holzschuh et al., 2007; Rundlöf et al., 2008). In agriculturally marginal areas, mitigation strategies are less successful in enhancing species richness of pollinators, but they do maintain the pollinator communities inhabiting these areas which are generally much more diverse than those inhabiting more intensively managed agricultural landscapes (Batáry et al., 2010). Few studies specifically examine effects of measures counteracting pollination loss caused by the ongoing decline of honey bees and other pollinators. The few available studies suggest that augmentation of pollination services by measures on farmland occurred only at local scales (e.g. Albrecht et al., 2007). Semi-natural habitats, such as nature reserves or edge habitats, are rarely managed for pollinators. In intensively managed landscapes they may nevertheless play an important role in the maintenance of a diverse pollinator community as they provide pollinators with nesting or forage sites that are generally lacking outside these areas. Protected areas may therefore serve as a source of pollinator species (Öckinger and Smith, 2007; Kohler et al., 2008) and pollination services (Ricketts et al., 2008). The decline of pollination services as a result of the ongoing decline of the honey bee may also be mitigated by managing pollinators other than honey bees. Currently a number of bee species are managed for pollination for a range of different crops. Examples are *Megachile rotundata* (alfalfa and some vegetable seed crops, North America; Bosch and Kemp, 2005); *Bombus* spp. (glasshouse crops, Europe, orchard crops, North America; Velthuis and van Doorn, 2006); *Osmia* spp. (almond, apple and other orchard crops, North America, Europe, Japan; e.g. Maccagnani et al., 2007).

STEP is reviewing the uptake of a wide range of conservation initiatives that can be expected to have beneficial effects on pollinators and pollination, such as nature reserves, agri-environment schemes or organic farming. Data are being collected from relevant institutions at European, national or regional scales. The project is synthesizing the results of all European studies examining the effects of conservation initiatives on wild and managed pollinators and measures mitigating pollination loss in crops. Results are being analyzed using a meta-analysis approach (e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2005; Winfree et al., 2009) to examine factors that contribute to success or failure. STEP aims to identify the mechanisms behind the successes and failures of different mitigation measures to conserve or enhance pollinators or pollination, by analyzing which life history traits pollinator species and crops are correlated with demonstrated positive effects of mitigation management, following approaches such as those used by Kleijn and Raemakers (2008) and using expert workshops. Finally, STEP is comparing the European uptake and distribution of mitigation measures with the demonstrated and expected...
effectiveness of mitigation measures. This comparison is providing the basis for the design of novel effective mitigation measures for areas that are poorly covered or improved mitigation measures for areas in which mitigation measures are currently being implemented. The most promising mitigation strategy will subsequently be field tested in large-scale field experiments as described under Theme 5.

The expected results include a European overview at the national scale of the uptake of conservation initiatives that may benefit pollinators and/or pollination services. STEP will furthermore produce an assessment of the effectiveness of existing strategies for mitigating pollinator loss. If sufficient data is available, this assessment will distinguish between different strategies and pollinator groups. STEP is also producing a review on which pollinator life history traits are key for successful mitigation and which crop traits facilitate successful mitigation against pollination loss. Finally, STEP will produce a short-list of promising novel or improved mitigation strategies counteracting pollinator and pollination loss.

**Theme 5: Empirical assessment of multiple pressures on pollinators and pollination services across Europe**

Global environmental change acts at multiple spatial scales from local habitats up to biogeographical regions (Kremen et al., 2007; Schweiger et al., 2011) and affects species richness, abundance and community composition of pollinators (Steffan-Dewenter, 2003; Meyer et al., 2009; Brückmann et al., 2010). Species characterised by particular life history traits, such as food specialists, small solitary bees and species at higher trophic levels, are expected to be more sensitive to changing environments (e.g. habitat loss and fragmentation; Steffan-Dewenter and Tscharntke, 2000; Bommarco et al., 2010; Öckinger et al., 2010). In addition, the way species respond at multiple spatial scales depends upon body size, foraging range and other species traits (Steffan-Dewenter et al., 2002; Schweiger et al., 2005; Westphal et al., 2006). Our knowledge is, however, still limited regarding the consequences of multiple pressures on functional community composition, population dynamics and landscape genetics of pollinators (Herrmann et al., 2007; Steffan-Dewenter and Schiele, 2008) and how significant combinations of pressures impact on pollinator assemblages (Bartomeus et al., 2010; Potts et al., 2010a; Schweiger et al., 2011).

In the light of actual and potential conflicts (c.f. synergies) between conservation and agriculture, the question of spill-over of pollinators and services between natural and agricultural ecosystems (Rand et al., 2006) is poorly understood at present. Also, the functional consequences of pollinator loss on plant-pollinator interaction networks and pollination services for wild plants and crops at landscape scales and in different climatic regions require further empirical assessments (Memmott et al., 2007; Höhn et al., 2008; Dauber et al., 2010). In order to quantify long-term dynamics and future extinctions of pollinators, standardised, large-scale and long-term monitoring schemes are necessary but their design and scope need to be determined (Westphal et al., 2008; Kuussaari et al., 2009).

Theme 5 of STEP will provide the link between local experiments and case studies and continental-scale, data-based synthesis work and modelling performed in Themes 1 to 4. Based on the synthesis and gaps identified in these themes, specific hypotheses are being formulated to address outstanding questions in our knowledge. Establishing a common network of study sites across Europe allows STEP to assess the combined effects of multiple pressures on pollinators and pollination functions across the continent in a highly integrated and synergistic way. Specifically, we are analysing the large-scale variability of pressures including habitat fragmentation, land use intensification, climate change, invasive species and regional spill-over effects, inter-annual land use dynamics, and local responses to experimental manipulations. Further, a network of sites provides an ideal platform to implement and test different mitigation strategies and monitoring schemes at an appropriate European scale.

The project will yield new knowledge, at relevant spatial and temporal scales, on where multiple drivers impact on pollinators at genetic, species and community levels. Standardised data for genetic diversity and fruit set of wild plant populations and yields of crops provide a basis for the assessment of functional and economic risks of pollinator loss. Further, STEP will contribute important data for improving methods for a future European pollinator monitoring programme and for different mitigation strategies to enhance pollinator diversity and ensure pollination services in agroecosystems.

**Theme 6: European policy tools and integration of knowledge**

At present, European policy instruments rarely explicitly take into account pollinator conservation or the management of pollination services. Several policy areas have, however, major direct and indirect impacts on pollinators, including, inter alia: agriculture, rural development, conservation and trade. Reform of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) in 1992 has had major consequences for the management of rural environments across the continent, including changes that may have direct or indirect impacts on pollinator populations and pollination services. New agri-environmental schemes have been introduced that include some measures that are explicitly designed to support pollinator populations (e.g. incentives for introducing flower-rich field margins; Meek et al., 2002; Carvell et al., 2004), and many other land management options (low input, or organic farming) may have indirect or unintended consequences for pollinators. Of particular relevance are policies governing the use of pesticides and other agrochemicals, which are known to have negative effects on pollinators if not used appropriately (e.g. Alston et al., 2007).
In general, however, the resulting net impacts of many agri-
environment scheme measures on pollinator populations and
pollination service provision are not well known and evaluation of the
effectiveness of options for improving pollination is needed (Kleijn et al., 2006). Both agricultural and environmental policy contribute to the
development of agri-environmental measures. In practice, however,
these measures are a minor part of the total structure of the CAP and
there still appears to be a detachment of environmental and
agricultural policy goals. This problem challenges the demand for
transparency, for minimising decision uncertainty and for effective
use of existing knowledge; indeed the principles for an effective
integration to solve such problems are not well developed.

Current European biodiversity conservation policy is well
developed, but tends to focus on the protection of species (often
charismatic ones) or habitats, and pollinators are not explicitly
included (e.g. EU Communication, 2006: Halting the loss of
biodiversity by 2010 - and beyond, Sustaining ecosystem services for
human well-being). Many broad policies relating to general
biodiversity conservation (e.g. European Strategy for the Conservation
of Invertebrates of the Council of Europe) are, however, likely to have
positive impacts on pollinators. Recent policy developments (e.g. EU
Communication 2010: Options for an EU vision and target for
biodiversity beyond 2010) encompass ecosystem services with
biodiversity conservation and are increasingly taking into account a
wide range of services. Legislation relating to plant and pollinator
conservation is not always implemented uniformly across the EU. For
example, the exclusion of managed pollinators from protected areas
varies across Member States, with some countries allowing honey
bees to be kept within protected areas, whereas other countries
strictly prohibit it (e.g. Belgium). The evidence is unclear on whether
managed honey bees pose a risk to other pollinators in protected
areas through pathogen transmission or resource competition, and
harmonisation of policies between member states is lacking.

The STEP project will bring together the findings from our
research and integrate it into a framework relevant for policy
development. This will allow pollination objectives to be incorporated
into policymaking in environmental and non-environmental policy
sectors. This integration will take place at different spatial levels in
order to be effective and to recognise the importance of national and
continental ecological and social conditions. Specifically, STEP will
evaluate evidence and provide recommendations to identify
mechanisms within CAP reform which will provide better conservation
and management of pollination services through instruments such as
agri-environment schemes. STEP will also provide a better
understanding of the conservation priorities for pollinators and
support policy development with appropriate knowledge (e.g.
outcomes of the Red Data Book for European bees). We will increase
our understanding of the risks of keeping managed pollinators within
protected areas and provide regional assessments across Europe to
help make national policies more coherent. The project will also
quantify current and future risks associated with importing and
transporting managed pollinators, both into Europe and within
Europe, and so provide evidence to develop more effective trade and
import regulations and provide a precautionary framework for
reducing the risk of new invasive pests of pollinators from entering
Europe and for dealing with the consequences should pests become
established.

**Theme 7: Communication, dissemination and training**

Loss of pollinators affects virtually all members of society. Hence, the
main target groups for the communication and dissemination of the
results of STEP cover specialists and non-specialists and include: 1.
decision makers, administrators, and managers in agricultural
businesses and landscape planning; 2. scientists; 3. beekeepers,
veterinarians, horticulturists, farmers; and 4. the general public. STEP
will therefore go beyond conventional means of dissemination of
project results to academic societies and policy makers to reach the
widest possible audience.

STEP's communication and dissemination strategy combines
traditional methods of dissemination (papers in journals, printed
materials) with advanced, more (inter-)active technologies (online
open access publications, e-books, email newsletters, STEP Online
Library, WikiSTEP module as part of WikiCOLOSS, Facebook and
Twitter). Special emphasis is laid upon integrating STEP into existing
international networks and organisations, such as COLOSS, ICPBR,
EurBee, IBRA, APIMONDIA, ProMelifera and others.

**Conclusions**

Despite credible progress in describing and understanding the extent
of declines in pollinators across Europe and the causes of loss, there
still remain many critical gaps in our knowledge. In particular,
knowledge on the status and trends of, and pressures on, non-Apis
pollinators is largely lacking. Furthermore, for all pollinators the
consequences of their loss for agriculture and wider biodiversity are
poorly studied, and adaptation and mitigation options to overcome
losses are only partially developed. While COLOSS and other initiatives
are addressing some of these challenges relating to honey bees, STEP
remains the only large scale project dedicated to conducting research
across the full spectrum of pollinators found in Europe. STEP will
make a significant contribution to: 1. strengthening European capacity
to assess the conservation status and trends of pollinators and animal
-pollinated plants; 2. improving our understanding of drivers of
pollinator decline and associated economic risks, of interdependence
and causal links between decline of pollinator and pollinated species,
and of relationships between pollinator decline and environmental
degradation; 3. enhancing capacities to quantify economic and ecological values of pollination; and 4. providing options to halt pollinator decline and assure that pollination services remain resilient for sustainable agriculture. In all cases, STEP will strive to deliver robust scientific evidence to support the development of practical management options and policy development to ensure the conservation of pollinators and sustainable delivery of pollination services under current and future environmental change in Europe.
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